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Abstract
With an increasing focus on integration of
distributed energy resources, it is likely that microgrids
will proliferate globally. These microgrid systems will
be expected to achieve multiple stakeholder objectives,
motivating the study of microgrid operations using a
multiobjective framework. A multiobjective perspective
has the potential balance the trade-offs implicit to
efficient use of available resources. To address this
challenge, this paper proposes a simulation based
parametric approach for multiobjective optimization for
microgrid energy management. The methodology
generates a Pareto-approximate set of control
policies, to provide a microgrid controller with
diverse alternative strategies for utilizing resources
to balance competing objectives. The policies also
help to illustrate the complex relationships between the
objectives, and the consequences of compromises across
performance. The methodology is implemented on a test
microgrid and the potential benefits are demonstrated
with a set of illustrative case studies.
1. Introduction
Microgrids (MGs) are receiving increased attention
as an effective mechanism for distributed energy and
renewable resource integration, with additional benefits
attainable through increasing coordinated use of the
available resources in the system. Microgrids (MGs) are
generally considered autonomous networks connected
as single entities to the distribution or transmission
grid, which are capable of buying and selling energy
based on need[1]. These networks usually consist of
local generators, storage units, renewable and traditional
generation, and dispatchable/controllable loads. These
distributed energy resources (DERs) can be operated for
local electricity provision in an ”islanded” mode, or with
energy exchange capability between the microgrid and
distribution/transmission, when the connection with the
grid is active [1, 2].
A key research challenge for microgrids requires
solving for the best set of sequential decisions (amount
of generation or energy exchange with the grid at
any given hour) over a planning horizon, which
optimize predefined objectives while satisfying system
constraints. The majority of existing research in this
area has concentrated on minimizing the cost of energy,
while maintaining stable operations in either grid
connected or islanded mode. This approach neglects
certain additional benefits available to MG users [3, 2].
As MGs become more sophisticated and ubiquitous, the
stakeholders may want to utilize available DERs for
more than minimizing cost of operation. As explored
in [3, 4] MG energy management can be effectively
utilized for different classes of objectives including
capital and operations cost, environmental emissions,
energy storage costs, and miscellaneous needs based
objectives. Given that decision makers will want to use
the MG for different purposes, it supports the assertion
that MG operation should be studied in a multiobjective
optimization (MO) context [3, 4].
To this effect there has been a shift towards
optimizing multiple objectives when solving the energy
management problem for MGs [5, 6, 7]. One
MO approach explored in the literature includes
weighted sums (or scalarization) based on assigning
weights to each objective and converting the problem
into a single objective formulation [5, 8]. The
single-objective optimization is then repeated using
different scalarization values [9] to obtain Pareto
optimal solutions. This process assumes availability
of a consensus understanding of the consequences of
alternative preference of weighting schemes a priori,
which is prone to ignoring complex relationships
between the objectives[10, 2, 5].
Alternative approaches use iterative
population-based solution tools such as evolutionary
algorithms with the intent of approximating the
full Pareto front, so that decisions can be made with
improved knowledge of the implications of performance
tradeoffs. This approach to multiobjective formulation
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is termed a posterior analysis, as it does not assume
prior information about objectives or stakeholder
preferences. Emerging solution methods include
genetic algorithms [6, 11], a cross entropy approach
as described in [7], and variations of particle swarm
optimization [12, 13, 14]. Even though the numerical
techniques differ, multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs) all evolve approximations to
the full Pareto-front, which is a set of non-dominated
solutions where improvement in performance in any
single objective degrades performance in one or more
of the remaining objectives [15, 2]. However, best
practices for using meta-heuristic search methods,
require a careful consideration of how decisions are
represented during search (i.e., compact and effective
abstractions of decision variables)[16].
Evolutionary multiobjective direct policy search
(EMODPS) is a policy approximation abstraction of
control problems[17]. The approach exploits MOEAs
to search a parameterized space of candidate control
policies in a manner that maximizes the efficiency
and effectiveness of the algorithm’s global search
features [10]. EMODPS has been adopted in water
resources literature to solve large-scale reservoir control
problems[18]. This set of problems require solving
for a sequence of decisions over time similar to MG
control problem in power systems [10, 19]. The direct
policy search (DPS) approach, utilized in EMODPS,
falls under the umbrella of approximate dynamic
programming class of problems[20]. Unlike traditional
dynamic programming, DPS, solves for a parameterized
control policy that maps state of the system to decision
space, thus compacting and reducing the number of
decision variables. Single objective formulations for
DPS have been shown to perform well for an energy
system with storage[21]. The EMODPS approach
implements a multiobjective DPS formulation which
can then be solved using MOEAs.
In this paper, a novel methodology is implemented,
utilizing EMODPS, to solve a MG energy management
problem to explore the potential benefits of the
approach. The formulation is implemented on a small
MG while considering three stakeholder objectives
(revenue, emissions, demand response). A set of
case studies have been performed to demonstrate the
following potential benefits of the formulation:
• consideration of microgrid energy management
problem in a multiobjective context to broaden
the scope of performance concerns that can be
considered
• an extensible control framework that can
incorporate a wide array of information sources,
and
• provision a set of competing policy solutions
which can provide a set of alternative control
policies that can provide stakeholders with diverse
set of strategies to utilize resources in the
microgrid.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of the EMODPS approach,
followed by a detailed description of the formulation for
MG energy management in Section 3. The performance
of the approach is illustrated in Section 4 followed by
concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. Evolutionary Multiobjective Direct
Policy Search
EMODPS is a simulation based optimization
approach for exploring a parameterized space of
candidate control policies, which has proven to be an
efficient methodology for application in problems where
regular stochastic dynamic programming approaches
struggle. This methodology accomplishes this by;
parameterizing the decision space which reduces curse
of dimensionality [10], directly incorporates simulation
models which allows for more flexible formulation [10],
and allows the users to explore multiple objectives
without a priori assumptions about preferences [22].
The EMODPS framework has two main components:
(1) Direct Policy Search and; (2) Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithms.
2.1. Direct Policy Search
Direct Policy Search (DPS) is a control strategy
that directly searches in the solution space [23]. DPS
is based on defining a parameterized function(policy)
which maps the system state(s) to the decision variables,
which is followed by exploration of the parameter space
to find a policy that optimizes the objectives under
consideration. In other words, the parameters are
optimized rather than the decisions themselves. The
result of the optimization, therefore, are not a set of
hourly decisions as would be the case in traditional
MG operation formulations but a control policy that can
be used to guide those decisions. Using the example
from [24], we can describe our system in a state St,
from which we take an action xt and then observe new
information which takes us to a new state St+1. DPS
can then represent the rule(or policy) for making this
decision using the function F (St). We, generally, also
have a system model SM that describes how the system
evolves from St to St+1. The dynamics of our problem
can then be described as
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xt = F (St)
St+1 = S
M (St, xt)
The function F (.) is the operating policy
approximating the relationship between the state
and decision variables by learning from the feedback
of the system simulations. It can vary from being a
linear function for simple systems with single objective
problems to more flexible mappings in complex systems
(like Artificial Neural Networks) where high number
of parameters might be required to avoid restricting the
search for the optimal policy to a subspace of decision
space [10]. Radial basis functions (RBFs) have proven
to be efficient universal approximators and are widely
adopted in many applications [15]. For the purpose of
this paper, RBFs have been used as the approximating
function with further detail in Section 3.5.
2.2. Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms
The EMODPS approach utilizes MOEAs to
search the parameter space for the optimal values.
MOEAs are iterative search algorithms that generate a
Pareto-approximate set of solutions by mimicking the
randomized mating, selection, and mutation operations
that occur in nature [25]. A Pareto optimal set (or
a non-dominated set) constitutes solutions for which
improvement in any one objective would result in the
degradation of one or more of the other objectives.
The term Pareto-approximate set is the best known
approximation of a Pareto optimal set when formal
global convergence cannot be guaranteed. MOEAs
provide a promising alternative to gradient-based
optimization methods when solving multiobjective
optimization problems, given their efficacy in dealing
with multimodality, nonlinearity and stochasticity
associated with such problems. There are different
MOEAs available to be coupled with DPS approach,
for the purpose of this study the Borg MOEA [25]
has been utilized based on it’s ability to obtain high
quality tradeoff solutions [15, 19]. The Borg MOEA’s
success has been attributed to its use of -dominance
archiving, -progress, and multiple self-adaptive search
operators that combine to allow the algorithm to
earn effective exploration strategies while solving
challenging problems. [25, 15].
3. EMODPS for Microgrid Energy
Management
A key research challenge for microgrids requires
solving for the best set of sequential decisions
(amount of generation or energy exchange with the
grid at any given hour) over a planning horizon to
optimize predefined objectives while satisfying system
constraints. The majority of research in this area has
concentrated on minimizing the cost of energy, while
maintaining stable operations in either grid connected
or islanded mode. These works, however, neglect
certain additional benefits available to MG users [3,
2]. As MGs become smarter and more ubiquitous the
stakeholders would want to utilize available DERs for
more than minimizing cost of operation. As explored
in [3, 4] MG energy management can be effectively
utilized for different groups of objectives including
capital and operations cost, environmental emissions,
energy storage costs, and miscellaneous need based
objectives. Given that decision makers would want to
utilize the MG for different purposes, it stands to reason
that MG operation should be studied in a multiobjective
optimization (MO) context [3, 4].
In this study, we generate multiple MG energy
management control strategies for generation and
grid exchange decisions while balancing multiple
stakeholder objectives. The proposed EMODPS
methodology simulates daily operation of a MG over
N stochastic samples of load, wind and solar while
simultaneously optimizing three stakeholder objectives.
This approach generates a Pareto-approximate set of
control policies for conventional generation and grid
exchange providing a diverse set of possible approaches
for MG operation. These control policies use the battery
storage levels to determine generation and buy/sell
decisions with the grid.
For this demonstration, a test MG has been
explored consisting of a battery, a diesel generator,
critical and non-critical loads, and connection to the
distribution grid based on the configuration details
provided in Section 4.1. The MG is assumed to
be community-owned with stakeholders that include
residents and/or local businesses. In this case study,
revenue, emissions and demand response use are
included as objectives. The selection of revenue and
emission objective represent two possible competing
points of view for the stakeholders. Demand response
is included as an objective in order to avoid setting a
preference or value for DR a priori, but to explore the
leverage available to the system with DR. In addition,
DR can serve as a proxy for system reliability, in that
the necessity of overuse of DR implies that they system
may be under stress.
The following sections provide a comprehensive
outline of the EMODPS approach starting with defining
the objectives, followed by the constraints, the RBF
policies and a description of the solution strategy.
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3.1. Revenue Objective
The revenue objective is calculated as the expected
value overN simulations of daily revenue as represented
below.
O1 = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
(
Cgen(pi,t) + αt(ei,t) + Cwt(wti,t)
+Cpv(pvi,t) + CES |ESi,t − ESi,t−1|
)
(1)
where pi,t and ei,t are generation and grid exchange
decisions, wti,t and pvi,t are the wind and solar
generation, and ESi,t is the battery storage level for
simulation i at time t. The exchange decision ei,t takes
negative values when selling to the grid and positive
when buying. Cgen, Cwt and Cpv are the cost for diesel,
wind and solar generation while CES is the battery
charging/discharging costs. αt represents the real-time
energy prices to buy or sell from or to the utility at time
t.
3.2. Emissions Objective
Equation 2 defines the emissions objective which
is the expectation of daily emissions over the N
simulations. The formulation assumes emissions from
diesel generation and any energy bought from the grid
as shown below.
O2 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
(
Cef (max(ei,t, 0) + pi,t)
)
(2)
where grid emissions are non-zero when ei,t > 0 and
Cef represents the carbon emissions factor.
3.3. Demand Response
The objective is defined as reliability in the system
under consideration and is utilized to explore the limits
of demand response in a MG system. The structure of
the objective is set to quantify load flexibility at each
hour. The objective, O3, is the expected percentage of
hours in a day when demand response is required as
shown below.
O3 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
T
T∑
t=1
ϕi,t
ϕi,t =
{
1, 1− d
DR
i,t
di,t
> dcrit
0, otherwise
(3)
where dDRi,t is the hourly flexible load for simulation i.
This implies that any given hour in a day is considered
reliable i.e. ϕi,t = 1 when dDRi,t is less than a predefined
critical threshold percentage, dcrit, of the hourly load
di,t. For the purpose of this study dcrit was set to be
0.95 which implies that at any given hour a maximum
of 5 percent of di,t can be curtailed. .
3.4. Optimization Formulation
The three objectives are optimized simultaneously
subject to constraints defined in equations (4) - (10). The
optimization problem is formulated as described below.
min
θp,θe
(−O1, O2,−O3)
p = (p1,i, p1,i, ..., pT,i)
e = (e1,i, e1,i, ..., eT,i)
s.t.
ESi,t+1 = ESi,t + wti,t + pvi,t + ei,t
+pi,t − (di,t − dDRi,t ), ∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T
(4)
pi,t − pi,t−1 ≤ prmp,up,∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (5)
pi,t−1 − pi,t ≤ prmp,down, ∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (6)
Pmin ≤ pi,t ≤ Pmax, ∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (7)
Emin ≤ ei,t ≤ Emax,∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (8)
|ESi,t+1 − ESi,t| ≤ ESchg/dischg, ∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (9)
ESmin ≤ ESi,t ≤ ESmax, ∀i ∈ N, t ∈ T (10)
where equation (4) is energy balance constraint for the
system dependent on battery storage levels at any time
t, equations (5) and (6) are the ramping constraints
for the diesel generator, equations (7) and (8) are the
upper and lower limits for the generator and energy
exchange with the grid, equation (9) represents the limits
on charging/discharging of the battery and equation (10)
is the bounds on battery storage level. The formulation
is solved to optimize the three objectives by finding
the best set of parameters θp and θe for the operating
policies p and e as explained in Section 3.5.
3.5. Formulation of Operating Policies
In this study cubic RBFs are implemented as the
control policies described in section 2.1. The battery
storage level and hour of the day t are the input variables
representing the system state, which are then mapped to
hourly diesel generation and buy/sell decisions as shown
in equations (11) and (12).
pi,t =
n∑
j=1
wj
( ∣∣∣∣ESi,t − cjrj
∣∣∣∣+ x2t + y2t)3, ∀t, i (11)
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ei,t =
n∑
j=1
wj
( ∣∣∣∣ESi,t − cjrj
∣∣∣∣+ x2t + y2t)3, ∀t, i (12)
where xt = sin(2pit/T − a1) and yt = cos(2pit/T −
a2). pi,t and ei,t are the policy-prescribed generation
and buy/sell decisions at hour t for sample i; ESi,t is
the battery storage level at a given hour; n is the number
of RBFs; xt and yt are phase shifted sin(.) and cos(.)
functions for cyclic representation of time; wj , cj and
rj are the weights, centers and radii, respectively of jth
RBF associated with the generation or buy/sell decision;
and a1, a2 are the phase shifts on [0, 2pi].
As defined earlier, the goal of EMODPS is to
find a non-dominated set of parameter vectors θp and
θe minimizing the system objectives. Each of the
parameter vectors are composed of the weights, centers
and radii defining the RBF policies. For example, θp =
[wj , cj , rj ] where j is the number of RBFs. In this study
there is a set of parameter vectors each for the diesel
generator and the utility buy/sell decisions. For each
decision n = 2 RBFs, are used with parameter limits set
as wj ∈ [0, 1], cj ∈ [−2, 2], rj ∈ (0, 2]. The parameter
vectors are then optimized with the help of MOEAs.
These limits were selected after experimenting with
multiple ranges and number of RBFs. The preferred
ranges may differ they are dictated by the needs and the
resources available to the operator. For example, setting
a higher range translates into a larger decision space
which will require more computation time to effectively
explore, while setting a more restrictive range might
result in less desirable results.
3.6. Model Implementation
The EMODPS formulation begins by defining initial
policies for the buy/sell and generation decisions, which
are then used to simulate MG operation over N
simulations. The resulting objective performance acts
as a feedback for performance of the parametric policy.
The BORG framework, as the MOEA solver, then uses
this information to iterate over the parameter space
of θp and θe. This process is repeated for multiple
seeds and the final set of solutions is a compilation of
non-dominated policies that represent best performance
across the three objectives. The Borg MOEA was
parameterized according to the user guidelines[25].
4. Performance Evaluation
The goal of the following case studies is to
demonstrate the utility of the multiobjective approach,
through the EMODPS methodology to simulate and
optimize microgrid control. Not only does this
formulation provide the stakeholders with multiple
control policies to achieve their objectives, but also
allows for a deeper insight into the relationship between
these objectives and the limits of the system. These
insights then enable better control and utilization of the
system resources.
4.1. System Overview
To test the EMODPS approach, it is implemented
on a test MG system consisting of a battery, a diesel
generator, critical and non-critical loads, and connection
to the distribution grid. The MG has a peak load of 220
kW with a battery size of 200 kW. The installed capcaity
for wind and solar is set to be 20% and 10% with respect
to the peak load. The load, wind, solar, and real-time
market energy price distributions were obtained by
projecting daily CAISO data on to the test system.
For this study, load, wind, and solar are modeled as
uncertain parameters with a maximum possible variation
of 10% at any given hour. All other parameters used for
the study are provided in the Appendix.
The DPS policies were optimized by simulating over
N = 1000 randomly sampled scenarios of load, as well
as wind and solar generation. The EMODPS approach
generated 3000 pareto-approximate control policies that
could be implemented to control the daily operations
of the MG in consideration. To validate, each of
these policies were then used to simulate MG operation
over 1000 out-of-sample scenarios of load, wind and
solar. For comparative purposes three separate energy
management strategies were analyzed and validated as
listed below.
• Perfect Information Strategy - Assuming
availability of perfect forecast information about
load, wind and solar. This strategy was used
to provide a best performing baseline of hourly
MG control decisions for the 1000 out-of-sample
scenarios.
• Expected Forecast Strategy - This strategy
optimized for a risk neutral energy management
strategy based on the expected forecast
distribution available for load, wind and solar,
when determining the hourly control decisions.
• Conservative Strategy - This strategy decided
hourly control decisions by assuming the
worst-case scenario based on the available
forecast.
The above mentioned control strategies were
optimized as both single objective and scalarized
multiobjective frameworks and compared with the DPS
policies as explained in the following sections.
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4.2. Need for Multiobjective Framework
This section demonstrates the need for considering
multiple objectives by comparing performance of the
EMODPS policies against the Perfect Information,
Conservative and Expected Forecast strategies while
optimizing the revenue objective only.
Figure 1 shows a projection of the revenue
objective performance for the different formulations
in consideration. Each point in the plot represents
average objective performance over 1000 out-of-sample
test scenarios. The figure shows performance of each of
the 3000 DPS policies for the revenue objective in green
while, those from the perfect information are colored
pink, solutions from robust policy are colored blue, and
those from expected policy, light-blue. As expected,
the single-objective Perfect Information formulation
dominates all others in Figure 1, followed by DPS,
Expected Forecast and Conservative methods. The
DPS policies provide a wide range of solutions for
the objective although a majority of them are worse
than the expected forecast strategy. Using the Perfect
Information as a benchmark, this projection illustrates
that while some of the DPS policies are doing better, in
the single objective case the expected forecast strategy
is the right approach, as it will allow the MG controller
to follow a simple strategy with a small compromise in
objective performance.
Figure 1. 1d comparison of solution performance for
DPS policies, and single objective solutions for
Perfect Information, Expected Forecast and
Conservative strategies
The same solutions have been projected over two
objectives in Figure 2. The x-axis represents the need
for demand response (curtailable load) as percentage
of total daily load and y-axis shows revenue while the
arrows point towards direction of preference for each
objective. Figure 2 provides more information and
context than the one dimensional comparison. The
perfect information solution still dominates all other
formulations without any demand response requirement
whereas the expected forecast strategy requires a
relatively higher demand response to achieve it’s
revenue performance. Figure 2 provides a new
perspective on the results from different formulations,
as the stakeholders might no longer be satisfied with
the performance of the expected forecast formulation,
and the conservative formulation may become a viable
strategy as it does not require any demand response.
However, the biggest improvement is for the DPS
policies as there are multiple policies providing viable
potential alternatives with high revenue performance
and low demand response requirements.
0.0 0.61 1.21 1.82 2.42 3.03
  Demand Response (% daily load)
-6506.76
-4836.93
-3167.1
-1497.26
172.57
1842.4
R
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ue
 (¢
) 
DPS Perfect Info Conservative Expected Forecast
Figure 2. 2d comparison of solution performance for
DPS policies, and single objective solutions for
Perfect Information, Expected Forecast and
Conservative strategies
Figure 3 depicts the solutions across the three
objective space considered in the study. The x-axis
represents emissions in kilograms, y-axis covers the
need for demand response and z-axis is for revenue. The
ideal point for the three objectives is near the upper left
corner as annotated on Figure 3. It becomes apparent
when looking at the figure that optimizing for only one
objective provides myopic representation of the solution
space. For example, the perfect information solutions
that appeared so dominant in one- and two-objective
views of the problem now lie on the extreme edge
with very poor performance in the emissions objective.
Similarly, the conservative solution results in extremely
high emissions even though it doesn’t require demand
response. The single solutions occupy a small space and
will not provide an accurate picture of possible solutions
available to the decision maker. The DPS policies,
however, represent a pareto approximate surface across
the three objectives providing a diverse set of viable
strategies across the solution space.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate that solving a
MG energy management in a multi-objective context
could provide a better understanding of attainable
system performance for the decision maker and
introduce a broader suite of control strategies that could
cause operator’s preference among solutions to change
dramatically.
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Figure 3. 3d comparison of solution performance for
DPS policies, and single objective solutions for
Perfect Information, Expected Forecast and
Conservative strategies
4.3. Comparing Multiobjective Frameworks
Having demonstrated the utility of multiobjective
approach, this section compares the EMODPS
formulation against frequently used scalarization
method. Scalarization is an approach wherein the
problem is converted into a single objective framework
by using valuation functions and weighting parameters
for each objective. These parameters are either 1)
chosen subjectively to obtain one optimal solution
[8] or; 2) different parameters sampled randomly to
obtain a set of solutions [9]. Both approaches result in
inefficient performance, as the former assumes correct
and complete prior knowledge about the system as well
consensus among stakeholders, while the latter is unable
to capture complex non-linear relationships between
objectives [26]. The benefits of using an approach like
EMODPS over scalarization are demonstrated in Figure
4. The figure compares performance of 3000 DPS
policies against multiple scalarized objectives (with
different weights) of the other three formulations. Ten
different weighting parameters were chosen for each
of the three formulations. Figure 4, however, shows
only the six solutions per strategy as the other solutions
were dominated by those presented in the figure.
The scalarized solutions of the three formulations
om Figure 4, are spread across the solution space
and hardly any strategy seems worth exploring. This
supports the earlier argument that sampling the weight
parameters to obtain a Pareto-approximate surface
with non-dominated solutions will not be a trivial task.
In addition, it is apparent from Figure 4 that DPS
approach is preferable among the formulations used,
outperforming even perfect forecast approach in some
cases.
 Emis
sions
 (kgs)
2125.88
1937.25
1748.63
1560.0
 DR (% daily load)
0.0
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 R
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Perfect Info
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Figure 4. 3d comparison of solution performance for
DPS policies, and scalarized multiobjective solutions
for Perfect Information, Expected Forecast and
Conservative strategies
4.4. Aggregate Analysis of DPS Policies
For a more detailed analysis of solution
performance, the policies optimized by the DPS
approach are shown in Figure 5 on a parallel axis plot.
This figure is a representation of trade-offs across the
three stakeholder objectives for all the DPS policies.
For ease of comparison, each axis has been oriented
such that the top of the axis represents best performance
for the objective. Each line segment is a policy that
is shaded according to performance on the revenue
objective across 1000 out-of-sample simulations shown
by the colorbar. Examining Figure 5 shows the value of
the DPS approach as the policies cover a wide range of
possibilities for all three metrics. Such a diverse set of
solutions will provide stakeholders with useful insight
into the complex trade-offs between the objectives.
Figure 5 shows a strong trade-off between the revenue
and emissions objectives which can be attributed their
definitions. Equations (1) and (2) show that increased
diesel generation is required for higher revenue, leading
to higher emissions and vice versa.
The trade-offs across the three objectives (especially
for demand response) are more complex. For example,
high revenue (or low emissions) policies can reside
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Figure 5. Parallel axis plot of the trade-off set for
3000 non-dominated DPS policies.
on both low and high end of demand response
spectrum based on the emissions (or revenue) strategies.
Similarly, other policies portray behavior which would
be difficult to predict and replicate a priori using a
scalarized or single objective optimization. This figure
provides stakeholders an overview of possibilities into
the behavior of different performance objectives.
Figure 5 provides a comprehensive view of all
solutions available to the stakeholders. However, in
real-world decision support applications, stakeholders
would have certain performance criteria for each
objective, allowing them to narrow down to policies
attuned to those requirements. For illustrative purposes,
Figure 6 is based on three possible sets of criteria a
stakeholder might require.
• High Revenue policies (Policy Type 1)– Policies
where average revenue performance in the 70th
percentile(higher than 70% of the policies).
• Low Emission policies (Policy Type 2)–
Policies with average emissions are in the
30th percentile(lower than 70% of policies).
• Balanced policies (Policy Type 3)– Policies with
average revenue in the 40th percentile, average
emissions in 70th percentile and average demand
response requirement in the 30th percentile.
Figure 6 shows the average performance of specific
policy types across 1000 out-of-sample scenarios. Type
1 policies generate high revenues by sacrificing on
emissions and demand response objectives. These
policies show a wide range of demand response values
which is not translated to either emission reduction or
-3753.02
Revenue
(¢)
2079.70
Emissions
(Kgs)
1.25
Demand Response
(% of daily load)
P
re
fe
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nc
e 
1592.55 1683.15 0.05
Policy Type 1 Policy Type 2 Policy Type 3
Figure 6. Parallel axis plot of the trade-off set for
select policy types where Policy Type 1 are high
revenue policies, Policy Type 2 are low emissions
policies and Policy Type 3 are balanced policies.
revenue generation. Such information can be useful for
stakeholders in understanding the limits of the system.
Looking at policies of type 2 a wider range of leverage
is available in both revenue and emissions objectives for
a smaller variations in demand response requirements.
While for policies of type 3 the available leverage
for revenue and emissions objectives is much higher.
Figure 6 points out a key pattern regarding stakeholder
objectives in the test system, as the sensitivity of revenue
and emissions objectives is decreasing with increasing
value of demand response. A more detailed analysis
of the interactions between the objectives will allow
provide the stakeholders with understanding of the
system allowing them to leverage the most value out of
the MG resources.
4.5. Hourly Analysis of DPS Policies
This section examines the DPS policies across the
24 hour planning horizon. To accomplish this, a
policy is selected from each policy type defined in
the previous section, and hourly decision analyzed as
shown in Figures 7, 8, and Table 1. As previously
discussed, the EMODPS methodology used battery
storage level as the system variable dictating the
energy exchange(buy/sell) and generation decisions for
these policies. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the average
storage level distribution across 24 hours for the three
policies selected, with the colorbars representing the
electricity buy/sell and generation decisions at those
hours, respectively, with actual decision values provided
in Table 1. The uppermost plot in both figures are the net
load distribution for the horizon depicting the diurnal
load requirements, and hence the electricity cost, for
the MG system. The lower subfigures demonstrate the
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different decisions taken by the three policy types to
accommodate the pattern.
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Figure 7. Sample control policies for electricity
buy/sell decisions based on storage levels where (+)
values represent buying and (-) values represent
selling.
Policy type 1 prioritizes high diesel generation and
selling to the utility; the battery is charged earlier in the
day, and focus on sales results in reduced availability
for load peak later in the day, leading to high load
curtailment relative to the other policies as can be seen
in Table 1. Conversely, policy type 2 utilizes regulation
of the conventional generation to reduce emissions, as
shown in in Figure 8 and Table 1. The resulting
battery level is more variable than the other policy types.
The deviation in the storage behavior occurs at peak
load hours as both generation and stored electricity is
required to meet the extra load requirements. Another
interesting behavior from this policy type is the need
for demand response in the middle of the day when
generation is kept low to reduce emissions. Policy type
3, as expected, is the most balanced approach compared
to the other two policies, maintaining a balance between
revenue, emissions and demand response utilization. As
a result the high amounts of diesel generation is used
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Figure 8. Sample control policies for electricity
generations decisions based on storage levels.
to maintain a balance between battery storage levels
and selling. While the generation isn’t as constrained
as the low emissions policy, it is reduced whenever
possible to reduce emissions. This policy also requires
very low levels of demand response, just after peak
hours when the stored electricity in the system is less
available. These policies are just three samples of the
3000 policies generated by the EMODPS approach, and
each provides a different energy management strategy
for the MG which in turn provide the decision-makers
as many options. These results may also inform
operators regarding the presence of excess conventional
generation in the system given that all three policy types
are selling to the grid frequently.
5. Conclusion
This study explores a parametric simulation based
optimization approach to identify diverse control
strategies for a stochastic microgrid system to address
multiple objective decision-making problem. The
utility of the approach is explored via case studies
with promising results. Not only did the the
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Table 1. Microgrid Control Decisions
Policy Type 1 Policy Type 2 Policy Type 3
Hr Utility(kw) Generation(kw) DR(kw) Utility(kw) Generation(kw) DR(kw) Utility(kw) Generation(kw) DR(kw)
1 -43.73 200.00 0.00 7.82 147.11 0.00 -5.43 161.62 0.00
2 -44.06 200.00 0.00 -10.64 147.59 0.00 -13.65 145.51 0.00
3 -43.26 196.35 0.00 -17.13 143.61 0.00 -8.28 141.69 0.00
4 -41.80 176.03 0.00 -17.30 152.52 0.00 -7.01 161.02 0.00
5 -38.17 188.09 0.01 -19.20 169.16 0.00 -21.55 200.00 0.00
6 -37.98 200.00 0.00 -21.31 186.91 0.05 -38.92 200.00 0.00
7 -40.50 200.00 0.00 -20.80 196.92 0.01 -42.01 200.00 0.01
8 -42.32 200.00 0.08 -18.32 198.81 0.00 -41.17 200.00 0.02
9 -44.01 200.00 1.02 -16.66 197.68 0.00 -39.14 200.00 0.17
10 -46.37 200.00 2.00 -20.82 186.96 0.00 -38.87 200.00 0.10
11 -47.66 200.00 2.55 -22.53 165.97 0.20 -38.31 200.00 0.00
12 -47.64 200.00 2.53 -16.55 150.94 0.54 -36.04 200.00 0.00
13 -46.18 200.00 1.72 -7.43 153.34 1.11 -32.96 194.52 0.00
14 -42.41 200.00 0.43 -4.36 168.64 0.33 -28.52 181.14 0.00
15 -36.39 199.43 0.00 -11.33 178.38 0.00 -21.40 183.67 0.00
16 -30.64 198.52 0.13 -18.71 183.31 0.11 -22.50 198.90 0.00
17 -24.24 200.00 0.10 -18.21 194.58 0.19 -28.21 200.00 0.00
18 -17.43 200.00 1.41 -12.38 199.89 0.28 -25.56 200.00 0.02
19 -20.14 200.00 4.00 -9.56 199.99 0.20 -25.56 200.00 0.01
20 -29.61 200.00 8.33 -10.91 199.99 0.00 -29.02 200.00 0.82
21 -38.26 200.00 10.77 -13.89 199.25 0.00 -31.66 200.00 1.69
22 -43.87 200.00 7.83 -19.20 190.69 0.00 -33.64 200.00 0.25
23 -46.56 200.00 1.34 -24.26 166.70 0.00 -35.64 200.00 0.00
24 -47.63 200.00 0.00 -23.79 140.46 0.06 -38.35 200.00 0.00
EMODPS approach demonstrate the benefits of a
multiobjective framework, it also showed potential
value for stakeholders by providing diverse set of
control strategies. Even though the framework is
computationally expensive the policies generated could
be used for long term decision making before retraining
is required.
The control policies also provide information
regarding the limits of the system as well the complex
relationships between stakeholder objectives. A deeper
analysis with help of the policies could provide
useful insights to decision makers which among other
things might drastically change their preferences. As
EMODPS is a simulation-based method, it can include
multiple state variables, multiple objectives as well
as network constraints. The parameterized policies
improve performance for MOEAs by reducing the
curse of dimensionality. The current study should
be explored in more detail to study the complex
relationships between revenue/emissions and demand
response. Initial experiments, in this direction, have
shown that these interactions need to be studied in an
empirical setup to be effectively utilized. The proposed
framework provides such a framework and will be of
great benefit in this line of questioning.
This methodology also opens up many interesting
directions for future work. It could be used to
perform life cycle analysis for microgrid configurations
based on different stakeholder objectives. The
simulation approach could be utilized to test systems
under islanding conditions to better prepare control
strategies. The objective of this work was to explore
the applications of this approach on a test microgrid,
however, future implementations could leverage physics
based models for detailed grid representation in a hybrid
formulation.
6. Appendix: Parameters
Cost parameters: Cgen = 0.25 ct/kWh, , Cwt =
1.0 ct/kWh, Cpv = 2.0 ct/kWh, , CES = 0.30 ct/kWh.
Emissions factor: CES = 0.437 kg/kWh. Reliability
criteria: dcrit = 95%. System limits: pt ∈ [80, 200] kW,
ESt ∈ [40, 160] kW. Buy/Sell limits: et ∈ [−50, 50]
kW. Ramp limits: pt ∈ [−50, 50] kW.
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